BYZBIT is a utility an ERC-20 Token used in the BYZBIT economy to
pay for goods and settle merchants.

Our Mission
With the volume of unutilized capacity and resources in
the growing agricultural industry of Ethiopia chiefly in rice
production and the inadequate exploitation of natural
power generation in improving processes at a low cost
rate, BYZBIT has considering the environmental impact of
agricultural waste and fossil fuel usage adopted a unique
innovative approach by exploiting technology and unique
processes and agricultural waste in the production of
quality papers for everyday usage.
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Across the entire Ethiopia where it has nine (9) big regions and two (2) States, the paper business is to be
considered as one of the most important businesses since more than half of One hundred seven millions (107
Million) of people needs this thing in their daily transactions from the Industry to the Academic Institutions of
both Government and Non-Government Establishment. Aside from Ethiopia, papers are very much needed also
on its neighboring countries like Djibouti, Kenya, North and South Sudan, Eretria, and Somalia where the price
of the paper per ream reaches $7.5 up to $10.
Since there is only one paper mill industry in Ethiopia and it is focus only in producing tissue paper and newsprint
paper, Our Agritech Green Paper Mill Manufacturing and Trading P.L.C. have no competitor in this Industry.
Another big advantages of the Agritech Green is that 100% of its raw materials are hugely available in local
market which means it does not require expenses for the importation of raw materials. It is environmental
friendly project which get a six (6) years free of profit tax from Ethiopian government as an incentive.
Byzbit token will be the only utility token to be accepted to used between the Agritech Green Paper Mill
Manufacturing and Trading P.L.C. and on it’s paper distributors where they can get several perks when they use
byzbit to purchase papers from the Agritech Green Paper Mill Factory, perks like attractive discounts compared
to fiat payment, free delivery from the factory to their warehouse and many others.

What We Do
BYZBIT is a tokenized Paper Mill Factory exploiting
unutilized capacity in the form of agricultural waste and
other materials in the production of Paper Rolls. As a
tokenized Paper Factory, BYZBIT uses a blockchain based
token to represent quantifiable values (products - Jumbo
Rolls) which are created in the process of production and
transferable using the BYZBIT token. As a tokenized Paper
Mill Factory producing business which uses cryptographic
tokens to represent production unit and same units can
be exchanged using the token. It uses smart renewable
energy in its production processes.
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How It Works
BYZBIT employs innovative solutions in the production of Jumbo size paper rolls. This it does by utilizing
agricultural waste from rice and other materials such as rice straw, teff straw etc as primary materials of
production in producing. The paper mill production process is initiated using Smart Renewable thus reducing
carbon initiation to the environment via fossil fuels.
The BYZBIT entire enterprise utilizes blockchain technology via the BYT, an ERC-20 token as the currency for
economic exchange of values across the various value chains in the production processes and sales including
but not limited to internal reward/remuneration system. This application ensures the creation of a value added
business economy with increasing capacity for efficiency and the reduction of environmental pollutants.
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Token
The BYT Token powers the economy of the BYZBIT Economy
with a total supply of 10 billion BYT Tokens. It is allocated as
follows
Coin name
:
Byzbit (BYT)
Ticker
:
BYT
Decimals
:
18
Platform
:
Ethereum
Total Supply :
100M
Distribution :
Airdrop, Bounty, IEO, Private Sale

Use of Proceeds
The Proceeds from the sale of BYZBIT token
will be made in the following percentages:
40% Development of the BYZBIT Enterprise.
20% Exchange services.
15% Reserve for future needs.
10% Legal team.
10% Marketing activities.
5% Miscellaneous activities.

Conclusion
Agricultural waste abounds in various countries and in the various production outputs of farms. The agro-allied
enterprises also produce their own waste. In a world of global concern over carbon emission, fossil fuels is still
be used in Africa countries very much and as such, Africa contributes immensely to global warming. In view of
this, BYZBIT aims at utilizing these underutilized capacities in the form of agricultural waste by leveraging smart
renewable energy in its production processes to produce Jumbo Size Paper Rolls which can be utilized by other
firms. In view of this and to facilitate a low cost yet fast economic exchange, it has adopted the blockchain
technology to speed up exchange of values using the BYT Token.
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